Khurshida Begum, Human Trafficking Survivor,
speaking Tuesday, October 30th, here!
6:30—8:30 pm, Richland Public Library, Gallery Area
Hear Khurshida’s story and learn about
Human Trafficking in our state. She will
discuss:
The different forms of human trafficking;
Who the traffickers are and who the victims
are.
Where is it happening? Businesses, schools,
malls, hotels, etc. And how it affects me
and my community.
How can I be accountable with God's love
and guidance to prevent this inhumane
crime?
Interactive and situational workshops for
attendees, to help them to be prepared to
engage and take action when facing possible
situations of human trafficking now also
called modern day slavery

Presented by the
Faith Justice
Network

For Additional information contact Betty
Adams at bla60@charter.net or Jamie Brault
at jamiebrault@gmail.com
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